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THE CAUSE, .NATURE, AND EFFECT 
OF THE SUFFERING OF SELECTED WORDSWORTH WOMEN 
I ABSTRACT 
Many circumstances caused William Wordsworth to 
write about the suffering of women in the particular 
ways that he did. These circumata.nces of Wordsworth's 
life are reflected in his work. The suffering of women 
was an important theme in Wordsworth because of the 
position of women in life at the time he was writing. 
The poet wrote of the peasant life around him, far from 
easy £or women. A major cause of Wordsworth's preoccu-
pation with women's suffering was one experience in 
p-articula.r in~ his early life: his affair with Annette 
Vallon. Many c:omparisons exist between the poet' a own 
iife in connection with Annette and the lives of the 
women he portrays. All five women characters under 
consideration in this paper are deserted by loved ones, 
just as Annette was deserted by Wordsworth, whom she 
-
:Loved.:: In most of these incidents of abandonment, war 
serves as the complete or partial cause of the loved 
one's departure. Wordsworth was aepara.ted from Annette 
when England declared war against France on February 1, 
i793. Children are involved in the five stories of 
desertion, as Caro1ine was part of Wordsworth's story. 
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An additional personal sorrow of the Wordsworth fami1y, 
the February 5, 1805 death by drowning of Wordsworth's 
brother John, influenced Wordsworth's treatment of the 
theme of suffering in "The White Doe of Ry1stone." 
Other personal experiences of Wordsworth's early life 
a.re· reflected in the suffering he· speaks about in "Guilt 
and Sorrow" : his parents' dee.the, hie and Dorothy 
Wordsworth's re1ationship with their guardians, the Ear1 
of Lonsdale'a refusal to pay John Wordsworth's chi1dren 
money once owed to him, England's war with France, and 
Wordsworth's pereona1 poverty. 
When studying chronologica11y the Wordsworth poetry 
under consideration in this paper, the reader discovers 
a progression in the manner in which the poet has hie 
female characters deal with their suffering. 
Wordsworth' e early characters suffer, but do not cope 
with their pain in order to rise above their suffering. 
As time moves on, his characters progress more and more 
toward holding a healthy attitude about their suffering. 
El.1.en discovers how to 1ive despite her sorrows. As the 
attitudes of Wordsworth's women toward their suffering 
change, the poems' effects on the reader change. The 
reader of "Guilt and Sorrow" gains nothing, fee1ing pity 
but not admiration for the women who suffered undeserv-
edly. After reading ·"The White Doe of Ry1stone" and the 
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story of E1ien in The Excursion, the reader fee1s that 
gain can be found through personal suffering. 
Wordsworth's later characters teach the reader more 
about the continuation of life despite sorrow • 
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rHE CAUSE, NATURE, AND EF~BCT 
OF THE SUFFERING OF SELECTED WORDSWORTH WOMEN 
Preface 
The purpose of the first part of this. paper is to 
review the various ~ircumstancee which m&3 have caused 
Wil.liam Wordsworth to write about the suffering of women 
in the particular ways that he did. In connecting these 
circumstances of the poet's life with examp1es from his 
work, two of his poems will be used in their entirety: 
"Guilt and Sorrow," or "Incidents upon Salisbury P1ain," 
hereafter called the former. and "The White Doe ot 
.. 
~ .... • • L ~ ' 
Rylstone." Two sections, of The Excursion will be referred 
, 
to: the story of Margaret, known as "The Ruined Cottage" 
(I, 43.8-970), and lines 778-1073 in Book VI in which the 
Vicar te11s the £ate of E11en. 1 These particular poems 
are chosen so that both Wordsworth's early and his later, 
more mature development will be represented. 
Next, the paper wi11 analyze the exact nature of 
the suffering of the five major female characters in 
these poems (the female vagrant, the sailor's wife, 
Margaret, Emi1y, and Ellen) in order to determine the 
causes of their suffering within the poem and its effects 
1Thomas Hutchinson, ed., Wordsworth: Poetical Works 
(Oxford, 1969). Quoted lines from the poems are from this 
edition and wi11 be referred to by line numbers. 
4 
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on themselves and other characters. Finally, possible 
effects of the suffering on the reader wil1 be discussed. 
Chapter I 
One circumstance which may have made the suffering 
of women such a prominent theme in Wordsworth was the 
position of women in life around the time that he was 
writing. Wordsworth wrbte of peasant life, which he 
2 could see was far from easy for women. Throughout the 
eighteenth century, the small farmer had a hard life. 
The welfare of the agricultural laborer with a wife and 
children depended upon the employment of the entire 
family. Poverty was greatest in the farming districts 
where women and children had little or no work. The 
eighteenth century woman, then, had no choice as to 
whether or not she would work provided she had children 
and work was available to her. With the growth of popu-
lation and trade in the century, there was more need for 
spinning and carding, which provided work for the wives 
and children of small laborers, farmers, and cottagers. 
Some women even worked with men in the fields. They 
gathered such things as nuts, fruit,, and fuel a.nd helped 
2For a representative picture of women's place 
eighteenth century England, see M. Dorothy George, 
England in Transition (London, 1931). 
5 
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with the harvest. Sometimes single women .milked cows 
in the pastures. 
/ In "Guilt and Sorrow,• Wordsworth draws upon the 
life he sees around him when he speaks of the female 
·, 
vagrant. She worked to help her father when he began to 
lose his farm. After the land was lost, she and her 
father went to live with her loved one. She speaks of 
. 
having lived in comfort with three children, but their 
food was gained by "conetan~ toil". She must have labored 
with her husband until the threat of war made food even 
more difficult to obtain. She tells the sailor of "the 
empty loom, cold hearth, and silent wheel." The sailor's 
wife of the same,poem had to work to feed herself a.nd 
two children after her husband disappeared. In "The 
Ruined Cottage," Wordsworth epea.ks of Margaret, who took 
up spinning to gain a small sum for herself after her 
husband Robert left her and her baby died. 
There was an assumption throughout the eighteenth 
century that a man's wages alone couldn't support young 
' 
children. Poor-relief had been provided proportionate 
to the number of children. Dorothy George speaks of a 
report written by John Locke in 1697 on poor-relief and 
poverty. 3 Locke's estimate was that a hea1thy, laboring 
3 George, p. 22. 
6 
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man and wife possibly would be able to support two 
children. George says it was considered a social service 
in the century to find work for children and women since 
laboring men needed aid to support a wife and children. 
George ci tea Daniel Defoe in 1728 contras.ting the 
family where all are employed to that in which only the 
man works. In the latter family, 
••• a poor labouring man that goes abroad to 
his day's work & husbandry, hedging, ditching, 
threshing, carting, & c., & brings home to his 
wife hie week's wages, suppose at eightpence 
to twelvepence a. day or in some counties less., 
if he has a wife & three or four children to 
feed, & get little or nothing for themselves, 
• 
must fare hard & live poorly; 'tis easy to 
suppose it must be so. 
In the former, though, if the wife works at spinning 
carded or combed wool each week sent by a nearby manufac-
turer, and makes eight or ninepence at home each day, and 
the weaver employs two children to work by the loom and 
two to spin at home for three or fourpence each day, 
then the family makes aa. mach and sometimes more than 
the father. As this family grows 
•.• they do not run away to be footmen and 
soldiers thieves and beggars---or sell 
themselves to the plantations to avoid the 
gaol and the gallows; but have a trade at 
their hands and everyone can get their bread. 4 
George says the earnings of wife and children were 
4George, pp. 23-24. 
7 
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estimated too high here, but nevertheless, Defoe 
indicates the advantages gained when the women and 
children of a family found themselves fortunate enough 
to be employed. 
Children became burdens upon the various parishes 
in which they lived because th~y could not be supported 
by t-hei·r families. In the eighteenth century, pregnant 
women were thrown out of parishes so a.n expected child 
would not get a settlement. Many times mothers abandoned 
their children to save expense. Men and women were 
forced into marriage under the threat of penalty from 
the bastardy laws so that wife and child would be some 
other parish's burden. 
Wordsworth's Ellen of The Excursion found herself 
an unwed mother after the man she thought loved her 
fled. The poet offers little explanation for this man's 
desertion of her, except to say he was ashamed to face 
the sorrow he had caused. One may wonder if perhaps he 
left Ellen because he sensed he could not support her 
and his child-to-be. While Ellen nursed her child, she 
depended solely upon her widowed mother for support, but 
after £our months, no longer feeling she could burden 
her parent, she found work as a foster mother. Again 
the reader may speculate about the fate of the child if 
E11en had not obtained employment. Since her employers 
8 
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forbade her to see her child, Ellen is one of Wordsworth's 
examples of a mother forced by financial circumstances 
to abandon her baby. The sailor's wife of "Guilt and 
Sorrow" also wa.s forced to separate from her children. 
They had been living together in their cottage with 
enough food to survive until neighborhood rumors about 
her husband compelled them to leave. They found no one 
who would aid them. Sicknes.s stopped her from reaching 
the destination of her father's home, and Wordsworth 
says nothing of the fate of her children. She assumes, 
A just ·before her death, that they are wandering about. 
F. J. Foakes Jackson mentions another practice 
common in England with regard to poor children. The 
parish could apprentice them to a.ny trade. Children, 
lost to their parents and parishes forever, were often 
sent hundreds of miles away. 5 Wordsworth tells of 
apprenticing in his writing. Margaret's older son became 
apprenticed "to a kind master on a distant farm" after 
hie father became a soldier and his fami1y faced poverty. 
Another problem for women was that of their 
husbands' irregular employment. George once. again turns 
to Defoe in his The Behaviour of Servants for statements 
on this hardship. When trade lessened and therefore, 
5 . 
F. J. Foakes Jacks.on, Social Life in England: 
1750-1850 (New York, 1916), pp. 222-23. 
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work, the workers became noisy and mutinous, ran away 
' 
. leaving families for the parishes to support, and 
- 6 
wandered around begging. This situation caused m1merous 
problems for wives and children. r 
In Wordsworth's illustration of this problem, 
husbands lose work because war threatens and blights 
occur. The female vagrant's husband worked at a trade 
until England went to war. Then there was no material 
to weave or spin, and his children began to starve. 
Noble inasmuch as he did not run away and leave his 
family, this man joined others to travel to America and 
fight. His wife and three children accompanied him, his 
children dying as he did from the various hardships 
suffered during the course of only one year. 
Periods of b1ight and the advent of war threatened 
Margaret's husband. For two years Margaret, her husband, 
a.nd their eon struggled until her husband contracted a 
fever. They exhausted the savings once put aside for 
emergencies, and a second son added further to their 
troubles. The Wanderer tells the Poet that at the time 
of their difficulties, "'· •• shoals of artisans/ From 
ill-requited labour turned adrift/ Sought daily bread 
from public charity,/ They, and their wives a.nd 
6 George, pp. 57-58. 
10· j 
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chi1dren'" (559-62). Robert did not run away at first, 
.... -· 
but eventual.l.y he left hie work and wandered in the 
fields. The Wanderer explains how he felt and what he 
tried to do to support his family: 
"'A sad reverse it was for him who long 
Had filled with plenty, and possessed in 
peace, 
Thie lonely Cottage. At the door he stood, And whistl.ed many a. snatch of merry tunes 
That had no mirth in them; or with his knife Carved uncouth figures on the heads of 
sticks 
Then, not less idl.y,. sought, through every 
nook 
In house or garden, any casual work 
Of use or ornament; and with a strange, 
Amusing, yet uneasy, novelty, 
He mingled, where he might, the various tasks Of s11mmer, autumn, winter, and of spring. 
But this endured not; hie good humour soon Became a weight in which no pleasure was: 
And poverty brought on a petted mood 
And a sore temper: day by day he drooped, And he would leave hie work and to the 
town 
Would turn without an errand his slack steps.; Or wander here and there among the fields. One while he would speak lightly of his babes, And with a cruel tongue: at other times 
He tossed them with a false unnatural joy: And 'twas a rueful thing to see the looks Of 'the poor innocent children.'" (566-~9) 
Margaret suffered deeply, not only from poverty, but 
because of her husband's actions. As a last resort, 
Robert enlisted in a group of soldiers and received go1d 
and silver pieces to give to Margaret. He chose not to 
say good-bye because he ~id not want her and the children 
~·· to decide to go with him and meet up against more 
11 
·'. 
.... 
s.uffering. 
began. 
At this point, Margaret's rea1 troubles 
.. 
' Irregular employment existed not on1y for men in 
Wordsworth's time. G. M. Trevelyan speaks o_f the changes 
in women's employment caused by growth of the factory 
system. These changes resulted in family life cha.ngee. I> 
Because of the invention of new machines, certain indus-
tries ceased to be carried on as much in the home. 
Toward the end of the eighteenth century, unemployment 
resulted for single women, and small country homes broke 
a.part when women and children could not augment .earnings. 7 
Prostitution in England grew when population and 
wealth increased. There was no public control of it in 
towns. Mistresses had been kept in the eighteenth 
century society, but as well-off classes became more 
respectab+e, these women's numbers grew less. The demand 
. 
for common prostitutes grew. A girl once beguiled often 
was forced into prostitution because of strict ethical 
code. Single women sold themselves for economic reasons. 
Orphans without food because of the decline of cottage. 
industry became prostitutes in 9rder to eat. 8 
7 G. -·M. ,, Trevelyan, Illustrated English Social 
History, IV (New York, 1942), p. 22. 
8 Trevelyan, p. 26. · 
': 
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George V. Meyer believes that Wordsworth's female 
vagrant was driven to proetitution. 9 He uses as a basis 
for hie view the woman's words to the sailor in the last 
four lines of stanza. XLIX in "Gui1 t ..and Sorrow": 
"But what afflicts my peace with keenest ruth, 
Is that I have my inner self abused, 
Foregone the home delight of constant truth, 
And clear and open soul, so prized in fearless 
youth." 
Meyer believes these lines. suggest sexual sin, and he 
finds hie explanation for them in Wordsworth's "Letter 
to the Bishop of Llandaff." Wordsworth there states ,. 
that crime, beggary, and prostitution result from 
England's economic inequality. After pointing out 
Wordsworth's purpose in the poem of revealing society's 
evils and after citing this "Letter" as a source for the 
poem, Meyer says that the vagrant's history supports 
Wordsworth's thesis of monarchy's effects upon the poor. 
This woman is an example of one who thieves, begs, and 
prostitutes herself.lo Meyer also reads lines 767-69 of 
the story of Margaret as a possible reference to prosti-
tution: 
9George. Wilbur Meyer, Wordsworth's Formative Years (Ann Arbor, 1943), pp. 131-32; 223. -
10 
. Havens. earlier suggests much the same explanation 
of these lines whi1e arguing against Campbell and 
Mueschke. Raymond D. Havens, "Wordeworth~s 'Guilt and 
. Sorrow'," Review of English Studies., III ( Jan. 1927), 72-73. 
., 
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"'· •• I am changed; 
And to myself,' said she, 'have done much wrong 
And to this helpless infant.'" 
These lines that Meyer discusses may be interpreted in 
eevera1 other ways, yet it seems, upon consideration of 
the historical background available to Wordsworth, that 
Meyer ably defends his reading. 
It seems that the sufferiµg of women in general at 
" 
the time, and particularly the suffering he could see 
around him, caused Wordsworth, as others, to immortalize 
I 
it in verse. Dorothy Wordsworth often includes in her' 
Graamere journal many incidents of women's suffering 
like those her brother also could see and write about. 
She records descriptions of beggars she met either in 
walks or at their door. In the entry for Friday, 
February 12, 1802, she tells of a poor woman who said 
she came to beg rags for her husband's injured leg. 
Dorothy, however, writes that the woman often begged 
from them: 
..... 
She is a woman of strong bones, with a 
complexion that has been beautiful, and re- ~ 
ma.ined very fresh last year, but now she 1ooks 
broken, and her little boy a pretty little 
fellow, ••. looks, thin and pa.le. I observed 
this to her. 'Ay, ' says she, 'we have a1l 
been ill. Our house was. unroofed in the storm 
nearly, and so we lived in it so for more than 
a week.' The child wears a ragged drab coat 
and a fur cap, poor little fellow, I think he 
seems scarcely at a11 grown since the first 
time I saw him • 
14 
Referring to these two beggars as "poor creatures," 
Dorothy continues: 
When the woman was gone, I could not help 
thinking that we are not half thankful eno~gh 
that we are placed in that condition of life 
in which we a.re. We do not so often bless God 
for this, as we wish for this £50, that ~100, 
etc. !le· •.. This woman's was. but a common 
.. ca.se. 
Writing on Tuesday, May 4, 1802, Dorothy describes 
the Cockermouth woman she a.nd Wordsworth had met that 
day: 
On the Rays we met a woman with two little 
girls, one in her arms, the other, about four 
years old, walking by her side, a pretty little 
thing, but half-starved. She had on a pair of 
slippers that had belonged to some gentleman's 
child, down at the heels, but it was not easy 
to keep them on, but, poor thing! young as she 
was, she walked carefully with them; alas, too 
young for such cares and such travels. The 
mother, when we accosted her, told us that her 
husband had left her, and gone off with another 
woman, and how she "pursued" them. Then her 
fury kindled, and her eyes rolled about. She 
changed again to tears. She was a Cockermouth 
woman, thirty years of age -- a child at 
Cockermouth when I wai2 I was moved, and gave her a shilling •..• 
On Monday, June 21, 1802, Dorothy writes about her 
morning conversation with Aggy Fisher about Mary Watson. 
Mrs. Fisher had related gossip about Mary's daughter, 
married to Leonard Holmes, and Dorothy records it: 
11E. de Selincourt, ed., Journa1a of Dorothy 
Wordsworth, I (New York, 1941), pp. 111-12. 
12de Selincourt, p. 143. 
15 
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••• now that sickness is come upon him 
they are breaking down and failing in the world. 
Debts are coming in every day, and he can do 
nothing, and they fret and jar together. One 
day he came riding over to Graemere ...• He 
was as pale as a ghost ...• He had come over 
in a trick of passion to auld Mary to tell her 
she might take her own again, her daughter and 
the bairns. Mary replied nobly (said Aggy) 
that she would not part man and wife, but that 
all should come together, and she would keep 
them while she had anything._ Old Mary went to 
see them at Ambleside afterwards, and he begged 
her pardon. Aggy observed that they would 
never have known this sorrow, 1 ~f it had pleased God to take him off suddenly. 
Reading Dorothy's accounts brings to mind many 
Wordsworth characters and their struggles: the female 
vagrant and her children that face their father "hunger-
ing in hie view" ; I~argaret a.nd Robert with the children 
they cannot afford to support; and the deserted Ellen 
and her sick child, forced for a time to return to 
Ellen's mother for support. Wordsworth had only to look 
at the conditions around him in English society to 
provide himself with ample suggestive material for 
composition. 
Kenneth MacLean deals with many Wordsworthian poems 
of the difficulties of the poor, connecting these pieces 
with the history of the "agrarian age." Much literature 
dealt with the peasant during this period of agricu1-
turaJL change, decay of peasant life being a 
13de Se1incourt, p. 162. 
16 
~ it t · 14 .avor e opic. It was not unusua1, therefore, for 
Wordsworth, too, to treat this subject about which 
information was so readily available. 
Besides his reading about the position of women in 
hie time and hie seeing evidence of their lives first-
hand, Wordsworth had one experience in particular in his 
early life that is reflected in his poetry. It seems 
quite clear that a major cause of Wordsworth's preoccu-
pation with the suffering of women in his poetry was his 
affair with Annette Vallon. Wordsworth went to France 
in the fall of 1791, afterward~ meeting Annette at 
Orleans. They quickly fell in love and conceived a 
daughter, Caroline, born on December 15, 1792, before 
which date Wordsworth had left for home. The poetry 
under consideration in this paper was written within 
twenty-five years of Wordsworth's affair with Annette, 
and in all of it can be found evidence that possibly, 
and, in some cases, probably relates back to this 
incident from Wordsworth's early life. 
Phyllis Bartlett believes that basically Wordsworth 
forgot about Annette a.a an experience; however, she 
thinks it is possible that the poems of mothers and 
children and the tales of abandoned women reach back to 
14Kenneth MacLean, Agrarian A.ge: !: Bao·kground for 
Wordsworth (New Haven, 1950). 
17 
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the gui1t he felt after leaving Annette. She states: 
"Very possibly they tthese narratives] cleaned out the 
cobwebs of sentimental regret and left hie mind clearer 
for his long poem."15 Emile Legouis ie certain 
Wordsworth put hie memories into verse. Legouie believes 
the poet's own distress and remorse are shown in his 
poetry as he tells of women whose lives have been harmed 
by war, of ~educed girls, e.nd of forsaken wives. 16 Even 
more forceful in his statements about the influence of 
Annette on Wordsworth is Herbert Read. He thinks that 
out of all the things that happened to Wordsworth in 
l. 792 in France, ·the most important event was his affair 
with Annette Vallon. With respect to this event, Read 
says: "It transformed his being; I think that this 
passion and al1 its melancholy aftermath was the deepest 
experience of Wordsworth's life the emotional 
complex from which all his subsequent career flows in 
its intricacy and uncertainty." Read believes this 
episode, showing the emotional side of Wordsworth, 
played a major part in the poet's life and had indirect 
15Phyllis Bartlett, "Annette a.nd Albertine: A 
Comparison of Wordsworth and Proust," Sewanee Review, XLV (Ja.n.-Mar. 1937), 14. 
16Emi1e Legouie, William Wordsworth and Annette 
Val.1on (New York, 1922}, p. 59. 
18 
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effects on his poetry. 17 Read cites The Prelude, VIII, 
where Wordsworth explains how he began to move from a 
1ove of nature to a love of man at the time of his stay 
in France. His mind began to turn to human affairs for 
the first time. Whether or not Wordsworth's contact 
with Annette was "the deepest experience" of hie life is 
highly debatable, but the episode did affect his poetry. 
One article concentrating exclusively on the 
desertion theme in Wordsworth's poetry is that of K. G. 
Pfeiffer. 18 He deals with Wordsworth's preoccupati~n 
with this theme for the seven years after hie own 
desertion of Annette. Pfeiffer believes that several 
poems of this period reveal information about the effect 
on Wordsworth's mind of the emotional crisis involving 
Annette. Two of the poems he discusses are "The Female 
Vagrant," the part of "Guilt and Sorrow" that appeared 
in 1798 in Lyrical Ba..llads, and "The Ruined Cottage." 
-
Pfeiffer believes that the persistent recurrence in 
Wordsworth's poetry of details fitting his own persona1 
situation suggests hie uneasiness of mind. No single 
poem of those Pfeiffer discuss.es includes many of the 
17Herbert Read, Wordsworth (London, 1930), pp. 96-97. 
18K. G. Pfeiffer, "The Theme of Desertion in Ct' Wordsworth·," · Rese·arch Studies of the State College of 
Washington, XII {June 1944), 122-28. 
19 
', detai1s pertaining to the poet's own case, but these 
details are found variously throughout the group of 
poems. He proceeds to point out details from the poems 
he se1ected to indicate the connection between the 
poetry and the affair with Annette. 
Many parallels become obvious. For instance, 
economic factors worsened by war cause the desertion of 
Margaret in "The Ruined Cottage," a.nd Robert provides 
financially as. he is able. Pfeiffer believes that be-
cause Wordsworth's deserted women did not deserve their 
fate, it seems as though Words.worth considered Annette 
to be without guilt. 19 Also backing this conclusion are 
facts regarding Wordsworth• s provisions for his daughte·r 
at a later time. Pfeiffer feels that Wordsworth was 
bothered mainly by the wrong done toward Annette rather 
than to their daughter, because in the poetry Wordsworth 
concentrates on the deserted woman's problems., not the 
problems of the chi1dren. 
As a result of his investigation, Pfeiffer suggests 
this tentative conc1uaion, which seems to be a valid 
one: Wordsworth's affair with Annette played more of an 
important part in causing his depression than scholars 
previously have indicated. He does not be1ieve the 
19Pfeiffer does not mention the story of E1.l.en, 
Exe. VI. 
20 
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affair was the only or chief cause, but that it waa 
important. 
Many points in the stories of the five women suf-
ferers spoken of in this paper may be read autobiograph-
ically. Several general comparisons exist between the 
poet's own life in connection with Annette and the lives 
of the women he portrays. All five women are deserted 
by loved ones, just as Annette was deserted by 
Wordsworth, whom she loved. These loved ones are 
husband or lover except in the case of Emily, who is 
deserted by her father a.nd brothers. When Wordsworth 
left Annette, he was also leaving his daughter Caroline. 
In four out of these five incidents of abandonment, war 
serves as the complete or partial cause of the loved 
one's departure. Wordsworth was separated from Annette 
when England declared war against France on February 1, 
1793. Economic hardship forces couples to separate in 
the cases of the female vagrant, the sailor's wife, and 
Margaret, and perhaps could be a reason why the father 
of Ellen's baby decides to shirk his responsibilities. 
Wordsworth did not have money available to support 
Annette·and Caroline at the time of Caroline's birth. 
Children are involved in these five stories of desertion, 
as Caroline was part of Words.worth• s story. Those men 
who leave the female vagrant, the sailor's wife, and 
21. 
Margaret do so involuntarily and are sorry they must act 
as they do. Francis unwi11ingly deserts his sister 
Emily a1eo. It seems that if Wordsworth in 1792 had had 
the means to marry Annette and give support to her and 
Caroline, he would have. 
characters do. ,· 
He, then, once felt as his 
Wordsworth's involvement with Annette can be 
further compared to the histories of his women sufferers 
.. 
by turning to some of the poetry specifically. The 
female vagrant a.nd her lover-husband part twice. The 
first temporary separation is caused by need for money; 
he goes to a faraway town "to ply a gainful trade." The 
seco·nd separation, caused by the American war, is per-
manent. Annette and Wordsworth experienced two partings 
aiso. Wordsworth left her temporarily to. go to England 
for £ina.ncia.l reasons, and l.ater their s.eparation was 
enforced by war between England and France. Words.worth, 
however, did not lose his life because of war as does 
the vagrant's hus~and. 
Meyer believes that probably stanzas XXVIII and 
XXIX of "Guilt and Sorrow" show influence of 
Wordsworth's affair with Annette. 20 Lines 244-45 do not 
seem to, since Wordsworth a.nd Annette had not loved one 
20 Meyer, p. 134. 
·2···2· 
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another from childhood. Other lines may have some 
connection: n t 
had sung •• • • 
• • 
' " 
• many a thoughtless song/ We two 
and "· 'We talked of marriage and our 
marriage day'" possibly could refer to Wordsworth and 
Annette. Wordsworth did leave Annette (XXIX), and the 
parting was sad, but (257-60) Annette did not turn to 
Wordsworth for primary support. 
Oscar Campbell and Paul Mueschke say stanzas XLIX-L 
may indicate Wq~dsworth's personal distress. When he 
first revised the poem in 1793-94, he was suffering 
because of his desertion of Annette. This emotional 
experience with Annette must have deeply influenced 
Wordsworth's sensitive nature. The lines show feelings 
of self-reproach, which Wordsworth must have had. The 
poet had reason to gaze across the.water to France, 
where he had lost the belief in himself that had been 
his source of fortitude. 21 As was mentioned earlier, 
Meyer thinks the last four lines of stanza XLIX suggest 
sexual sin, as do Campbell an~ Mueschke, but he dis-
agrees with their idea that Wordsworth here expresses 
remorse for his own bodily sins with Annette:· 
"But what afflicts my peace with keenest ruth, 
Is that I have my inner self abused, 
21oscar James Campbell and Paul Mueschke, "'Gui1t 
and Sorrow': A Study in the Genesis of Wordsworth's 
Aesthetic," MP, XXIII (Feb. 1926), 304. 
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Foregone the home delight of constant truth, 
And clear and open soul, so prized in fearless 
youth." 
He argues that Wordsworth's intentions toward her upon 
his return to England were honorable. In 1793 he 
intended marriage. Meyer believes that ''So far as we 
know, events not Wordsworth's change of heart 
made this [ma.rriag~ impossible." He believes the poet 
had small reas~n to experience remorse in connection 
'th h . 1795 h th 1· ·tt 22 · w1 er in wen ese ines were wri en. 
. Campbel.l a.nd Mueschke sound somewhat more convincing 
than Meyer in their explanation of these lines. 
Wordsworth could have had most honorable intentions 
toward Annette and atil1 have experienced anguish over 
' 
his past actions. 
Wordsworth again might have been thinking of hie 
past actions and the results of them for Annette as he 
worked on the speech made by the sailor's wife just 
before her death in "Guilt and Sorrow." She speaks of 
t.he "dire suspicion" of her neighbors and how their 
"evil tongues made oath" about her husband. Much 
suspicion would have been a.roused by an unwed mother's 
lover, too, and evil gossip would have to be faced. Was 
Wordsworth perhaps thinking of Annette's position? The 
22 Meye·r, pp. 131.-32. 
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wife of the sailor defends him: 
"· .. he was mild and good; 
Never on earth was gentler creature seen; 
He'd not have robbed the raven of its food. 
My husband's lovingkindness stood between 
Me and a11 worldly harms a.nd wrongs however 
keen." (608-12) 
Wouldn't Wordsworth have justified hopes that Annette 
·,, 
defended him? Since the sailor is guilty of a crime 
even though his wife denies it, maybe Wordsworth 
considered himself entirely responsible for Annette's 
plight despite the fact that she might not have blamed 
him. Did Wordsworth in "extreme distress" inwardly cry 
out for pity and forgiveness, just as the sailor does to 
his dying wife? 
Annette comes to mind in reading parts of The 
Excursion having to do with women's suffering. In the 
story of Margaret, as the Wanderer begins to tell the 
Poet of Margaret's life and her death after Robert left 
her, the Poet remarks: "'In my own despite,/ I thought 
of that poor Woman as of one/ Whom I had known and 
loved'":· ( 612-14). The Wanderer has paused, a.nd the 
Poet continues: 
• ••. the things of which he spake 
Seemed present; and, attention now relaxed, 
A heart-felt chillness crept along my veins •• 
(617-19) 
• • 
Wordsworth began to write Book I only five years after 
his year with Annette. The woman he knew and loved, 
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•bvious1y, was Annette, and Margaret's story oou1d seem 
present to him because of hie own private experience. 
In Book VI of The Excursion, the Pastor tel.l.s the 
the story of E11en: 
"'She loved, and fondly deemed herself beloved. 
The road is dim, the current unperceived, 
painful and most pitiful, 
By which a virtuous woman, in pure youth, 
May be delivered to distress and shame. 
Such fate was hers.'" (844-49) 
Ellen's story matches Annette's in many respects, 
although a cursory reading about Ellen would not lift 
the mask Wordsworth possibly attempted to create by 
making Ellen a "seri0us and thoughtful." English-cottage 
girl. Annette also loved, believing she herself was 
beloved. She was, as far as is known, a virtuous, pure 
woman, who a.t twenty-five began to know much "distress 
and shame" through becoming a.n unwed mother. Wordsworth 
indicates that E1len carried her baby in spring when she 
danced at the May Day celebration. Annette carried 
Caroline Wordsworth in spring, too. E11en turns to her 
widowed mother for shelter and assistance after she 
becomes pregnant. Annette's father also had died, and 
she returned from Orleans to her mother's house at Blois 
during her pregnancy and again soon after Caro1ine's 
birth. The father of B11en's chi1d deserts her prior 
to the baby's birth; Wordsworth was not with Annette 
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when Caro1ine was born December 15, 1792. B11en 1oves 
her child without restraint just as it is c1ear Annette 
adored Caroline and was extremely proud of her early· 
acQomplishments. Ellen is forced to separate from her 
baby when she becomes a foster mother, and she is on1y 
al.lowed to see the child once. Annette saw her daughter 
frequently, but had to 1ive apart from her while Caroline 
was cared for by a nurse. Annette, however, did not e.ee 
Caroline as much as she liked. She was much upset, she 
writes to Dorothy, when Caroline was taken for a walk 
past the house, and her nurse did not stop. 23 About 
E1len's partner in love, Wordsworth has the Pastor aay: 
"'The Youth was fled; 
The rash betrayer could not face the shame 
Or sorrow which his senseless guilt had caused; 
And little would his presence, or proof given 
Of a relenting sou1, have now availed; 
For, like a shadow, he was passed away 
From Ellen•s thoughts;. had perished to her mind 
For ail. concerns of fear, or hope, or 1ove, 
Save only those which to their common shame, 
And to his moral being appertained: 
Hope from that quarter would, I know, have 
brought 
A heaven1y comfort; there she recognised 
An unrelaxing bond, a mutua1 need; 
There, and, as seemed, there only.'" (l.005-18) 
These lines describe the way Wordsworth may have felt 
toward himself and Annette several years after his 
desertion of her. From the above comparisons between 
23 Legouis ~ p. 131. 
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Elien's and Annette's stories, it is evident that this 
story of Wordsworth's sadness to1d in poetry probab1y 
was influenced by his own past experience with sorrow. 
Wordsworth weathered many sorrows in addition to 
those stemming from his affair with Annette. One personal 
sorrow of the Wordsworth fami1y should be considered as 
a major cause of Wordsworth's treatment of the theme of 
suffering in "The White Doe of Rylstone." This sorrow 
is the February 5, 1805 death by drowning of his brother 
John in a shipwreck. Alice Comparetti strongly believes 
in this incident as the cause of the distress which 
produced the poem. 24 She says that the critics alluding 
to John's death as a cause of grief do not point out 
where this influence may be seen in the poem. She pro-
ceeds to rectify this situation first by quoting from a 
~ 1etter Dorothy wrote to Mrs. Clarkson in March 1805, 
which was six weeks after the death of John: 
I trust ••• that his example wil1 teach 
us to submit, in a11 calmness, to the divine 
will; and that the memory of his happy and 
innocent life, his joy in a11 good and lovely 
things, will help us again to take p1~asure in 
the same objects as before, and with a more 
holy feeling, though it can never be so glad-
some.25 
24A1ice Pattee Comparetti, 
Rylstone' By William Wordsworth: 
Cornell Studies in English, XXIX 
2 5comparetti, pp. 20-21. 
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"'The White Doe of 
A Critical Edition," 
(1940), 16. 
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Comparetti says that the words calm and holy cause us to 
think ef Emily and her triumph over sorrow. 
In Dorothy's letter to Mrs. C1arkson dated Saturday, 
June 8, L1805], Comparetti finds evidence that Dorothy, 
Wil1ia.m, and Mary had stayed away from loved places 
after John' e death just as Emily at firs.t finds it 
impossible to visit places dear to her after the death 
of Francie: 
We had not dared to look at the garden, 
and a little shed which we had begun at the top 
of the orchard remained unfinished. We durst 
not look in the face of anything we loved that 
was not forced upon us. For three months I was 
only once on the·top of the orchard. We have 
summoned up our hearts and done everything; and 
now we spend many sweet hours in this shed ••.• 
Oh! my friend, we remember our brother every 
moment of our livea.26 
According to Comparetti, John taught Wordsworth and 
Dorothy faith and calmness of soul: "Wordsworth never 
was deserted by the calm resignation and the faith in 
immortality which, in their growth, belong to the period 
after John's death, the time when The White Doe was 
written." To support her statement, she cites 
Wordsworth's letter to Henry Crabb Robinson on January 
28, [1a37J, in which ~estates: 
The blessings of Christianity are in 
nothing more deeply felt than in its power to 
dispose the mind to resignation under the 
26
comparetti, p. 22. 
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pressure of afflictions; and not on1y to do~ 
this, but to turn them into sources of some-
thing more than cheerfulness, as being more 
exalted than mere cheerfulness can be.27 
Comparetti quite logically connects Wordsworth's 
distress over his brother's death with "The White Doe.• 
Carrying her inferences a little further, one might 
suggest that the character of Francis could have been 
chosen to represent John's. Both John and Francis die, 
leaving behind sis.tare who dearly love and respect them. 
Dorothy wrote of John's "example"; Francis tries to 
instill into Emily the qualities she shou1d strive 
toward possessing for her own good. Emily remembers and 
benefits from Francis' 
~Wordsworth and Dorothy 
words after his death, as 
seem to have benefited from the 
tranqui1 resignation which came to them after John'a 
death. Wordsworth writes to his friend Sir George 
Beaumont about John on February 20, 1805: 
I aha11 never forget him, never lose 
sight of him: there is a bond between us yet, 
the same as if he were living, nay, far more 
sacred, calling upon me to do my utmost, as he 
to the 1ast did his utmost, to live in honour 
and worthiness .••• Of all human beings whom 
I ever knew, he was the man of the most 
rationa.1 desires, the most sedate habits, and 
the most perfect self-command •••• I trust 
27 Comparetti, pp. 23-24. 
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in God that I aha.l.l not want fortitude; but my 
loss is great and irreparable.28 
Emily's sorrow over the fate of her family and her 
reactions to that sorrow, then, possib1y are patterned 
after Wordsworth's own suffering after John's death, but 
they could we1l have come from Dorothy's. 
Many incidents of Wordsworth's own life seem to be 
reflected in the suffering he speaks about in "Guilt and 
Sorrow." These incidents, too, therefore, should be 
taken into consideration as causes of Wordsworth's 
treatment of women's suffering., George Meyer says 
Wordsworth's dissatisfaction with England shown in the 
poem is- partly based on personal experience. 29 His 
concern for the fate of the English family unit first 
was caused by his sorrow about the fate of his own 
family and also by Dorothy's and his relationship with 
guardians they thought exacting and unfriend1y. 
Wordsworth's mother died when he was eight years old, 
and his father died five years later. The children's 
guardians were their uncles, Christopher Crackanthorp 
and Richard Wordsworth. One reason William was disliked 
28E. de Selincourt, ed., The Early Letters of 
Wil1ia.m and Dorothy Wordsworth:-0:787-1805) (Oxford, 1935), 
p. 452. 
29 I have depended upon Meyer for the major part of 
this treatment of "Guilt and Sorrow" in relation to Wordsworth's early life. 
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by his guardians was because he seemed to be so 
unconcerned about his future after college graduat·ion. 
Dorothy suffered because she was always with her 
guardians. In "Guilt and Sorrow," the female vagrant 
a1so has no home at various times in her life. Her 
father, a victim of injustice, 1osee his property before 
his death, causing her to turn to a childhood sweetheart 
for their support. Wordsworth, too, was victimized by 
the Earl of Lonsdale, who owed money to John Wordsworth 
and refused to pay it to his children. A sentence in 
one of Dorothy's letters to Jane Pollard in the summer 
of 1787 in which she speaks of her f~ther having had no 
real friends parallels the vagrant's feelings expressed 
by line 425 in stanza. XLVIII of "Guilt and Sorrow": 
"'My father! gone was every friend of thine. ' " • • • 
When war threatens, the vagrant again has to 1eave 
her home, only to discover bad conditions in America, 
too. Upon her return to England after her family die, 
no one offers to aid her until she sinks from hunger. 
After she leaves the hospital where she has been taken, 
gypsies aid her, but they aren't a part of organized 
British society. · She leaves them, never having been 
used to their ways, and is again alone. 
Wordsworth understood how the female vagrant fe1t 
as she told the sailor of her state after returning to 
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England: "'And homeless near a thousand homes I stood, / 
And near a thousand tables pined and wanted food'" (368-
69). He did not experience physical starvation, but he 
needed money desperately ~hen he returned to England 
after his affair with Annette Vallon. When he arrived 
home, Meyer assumes, Wordsworth's brother Richard 
informed him in London of their financial status. 
Richard had little, and the Wordsworth money was still 
tied up because the Lonsdale court case remained un-
decided. Wordsworth's situation probably helped destroy 
his belief in England as a free country. When England 
declared war against France on February 1, 1793, it 
became virtually impossible for Wordsworth to see 
Annette and Caroline. In the spring, Wordsworth's Uncle 
William was indignant about the plight of Wordsworth, 
Annette, and Caroline. He would not help with money and 
did not want William to associate with Dorothy. It is 
not surprising that Wordsworth at this time would be 
writing about a character who felt as homeless, un-
wanted, and unaided as he did. 
Meyer says Wordsworth' a. "Letter to the Bishop of 
L1andaff," which was written early in 1793 in response 
to Richard Watson's pub1ished January 15 sermon on "The 
·Wisdom a.nd Goodness of God in Having Made Both Rich and 
Poor" and his later "Appendix" condemning the French 
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Revolution, shows"· .. Wordsworth's first clear ancf 
specific statement not only of his republican faith in 
1793, but also of those political, social, and educa-
tional principles which were to provide the materials 
--/for "Guilt and Sorrow". • • • In "Guilt and Sorrow, " 
Wordsworth showed his desire for·republ.ican reform in 
England. The narratives of the poem's two major char-
acters hold Wordsworth's criticism of English soci~ty in 
1793. 
Meyer draws attention to Wordsworth's Advertisement 
to the poem, in which the poet says he wil.1 give the, 
circumstances under which "Guilt and Sorrow" was 
written: 
During the latter part of the summer of 1793, having passed a month in the Isle of 
Wight, in view of the fleet which was then 
preparing for sea off Portsmouth at the 
commencement of the war, I left the place with 
melancholy forebodings. The American war was 
still fresh in memory. The struggle which 
was beginning, and which many thought would be brought to a speedy close by the irresistible 
arms of Great Britain being added to those of 
the Allies, I was assured in my own mind would 
be of long continuance, end productive of 
distress and misery beyond all possible 
ca1culation. This conviction was pressed upon 
me by having been a witness, during a 1ong 
residence in re·voJ.utionary France, of the 
spirit which prevailed in that country.31 
30 Meyer, p. 101. 
31ifutohineon, pp. 18-19 •. 
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In Wordsworth's mind, as he wandered on Sa1isbury P1ain, 
were thoughts of "ce·rtain aspects of modern society" and 
' 
ca1amities occurring because of war and causing hard-
., 
ships primarily to the poor. 
In the story of the fema1e vagrant, says Meyer, 
Wordsworth i11ustrates the p1ight of thousands of 
Englishmen. The taies in "Guilt and Sorrow" do expose 
war's ca1amities as they affect people. The reader sees 
how war broke apart poor families. Meyer speaks of war 
in Words.worth' s time: 
War was preceded, accompanied, and 
followed by economic depression. Men were 
either driven by material want to enlist in the 
armed forces of the realm, or they were seized 
by press gangs and compelled to fight against 
their will. Wives and children either became 
camp followers, fated to suffer the manifold 
afflictions of life in the wake of an army, or 
drifted inevitably into beggary, prostitution, 
and thievery. If they endeavored to exist by 
honest means they experienced the unkindness 
of their fellow men; if in desperation they 
turned from lawful paths to find the necessi-
ties of life they risked the dreadful punish-
' ments and hideous death rigorously meted out 
under an antiquated and barbaric penal code. 
The soldiers themselves if they survived 
. . . returned to their ruined homes to 
face the hardships of peace already encountered 
by their families. Not infrequently, we may 
suppose, good men iike the sailor became 
murderera.32 
Wordsworth's portrayal in "Gui1t and Sorrow" fits most 
of Meyer's details. 
32 Meyer, p. 12:,. 
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Meyer states that many critics have said that 
"Guilt and Sorrow" shows Wordsworth's debt to Godwin. 
Meyer says Wordsworth wrote of war's problems years 
before Godwin's Political Justice was published. He 
points out that it is not clear exactly when Wordaworth 
read Political Justice. The ideas that war was evil and 
that poor people suffered in peace and war were available 
to Wordsworth in much reading material. Also, he had 
lived in France. Meyer says further that "Guilt and 
Sorrow" is primarily autobiographical.; Wordsworth writes 
from peraona1 experience. 
Chapter II 
In "Guil.t and Sorrow," Wordsworth speaks of two 
women who suffer through desertion: the female vagrant, 
who is left alone when her husband and children die in 
America, and the sailor's wife, whose husband is on his 
way home, but commits murder for money and aubsequentl.y 
runs away because he cannot face hie wife and children. 
When the female vagrant meets the sailor in the hospital 
t 
on the plain, he learns of her fate. She speak& of her . 
happy young life spent with her good father. Too soon 
this portion of her years came to an end: 
"· .• through severe mischance and cruel 
wrong, 
My father's substance fe11 into decay: 
... 
• I 
We toiled and struggled, hoping for a day 
When Fortune might put on a kinder look; 
But vain were wishes, efforts vain as they; 
He from his old hereditary nook 
Must part; the summons came; our finai 
leave we took." (228-34) 
One of the reasons that she initially experienced sorrow 
was because her father lost his land and had to leave 
the place where he had been married and where he had 
• 
hoped to die. Her father had trust in God and prayed to 
Him on this occasion, hoping his daughter .would do the 
same. The female vagrant recalls that she could not 
gain comfort through prayer. 
The vagrant's sorrows continued as she and her 
father moved to a town where her former sweetheart was 
living. This young man married her when she arrived, 
giving her and her father a home. Their three children 
for a time were provided with food only because the 
family constantly worked. When war with America ensued, 
work and food became scarce. Her husband joined the 
se!rvice, and before the fami1y's departure for America, 
they suffered neglect and sickness. 
The vagrant continues her story to the aai1or, 
exp1aining what hardships she and her family faced in 
America: 
"The pains and pl.agues that on our heads came 
down, 
Disease and famine, agony and fear, 
In wood or wilderness, in camp or town, 
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It would unman the firmest heart to hear. 
A11 perished all in one remorseless year, 
Huaband and children! one by one, by sword 
And ravenous plague, al1 perished: every tear 
Dried up, despairing, desolate, on board 
A British ship I waked, as from a trance 
restored." (298-306) 
Upon the returning ship, the woman felt b1essed by 
the peacefulness of the sunshine and the ocean around 
her. Her emotions were quieted briefly, and she felt 
her sadness to be lessened by joy because the present 
scene was so very different from that which she had left 
of famine, disease, and death. 
The vagrant's suffering continued when she returned 
to England, where, she states: "' ..• homeless near a 
thousand homes I stood,/ And near a thousand tables 
pined and wanted food'" (368-69). She felt that she 
could not submit herself to begging, so she starved 
until she passed out from hunger and weakness. Once in 
a hospital, she was treated with unkind formality and 
coldness. 
When the vagrant left the hospital, the anly people 
she met that treated her with kindness were gypsies. 
Her sorrow continued even when she was with them, 
however, because their stealing was a way of life she 
we.a unused to. , After leaving the gypsies, she had no 
pl.ace to turn. Her father's friends were gone; she knew 
she cou1d not depend upon the relatives of her deceased 
:,a 
husband. She was not healthy enough for work. She 
began to occupy herself with loitering, sorrowing, and 
rep,roaching herself. In her story. to the sailor, she 
explains that she has been wandering for three years. 
At her first pause in her story, the sailor tries 
to comfort her. He sees hope in the beginning of dawn 
and hopes she will be soothed by the natural scene. The 
vagrant seems calmed only for a moment. She sees the 
wheelbarrows glistening in the sun and hears the songs 
of the birds and people, but still feels ebliged to 
continue her sad account. After the woman's ta1e is 
over, she has hope that she and her companion will find 
comfort at a nearby cottage. The prevailing emotion in 
the vagrant, though, is despair. As she prepare• to 
leave the cottage and her friend, she fights back tears, 
and her heart is filled with sorrow. 
Wordsworth permits the sailor's wife to tel1 her 
stGry after the female vagrant discovers her dying on a 
hay wain. The sailor's wife suffered desertion by her 
husband also, but her husband made his own decision to 
leave her out of aha.me. He had been impressed into the 
navy after returning from a voyage, and, upon his second 
return to 1and, lost his money by fraud. Being ashamed 
to arrive home penniless, he robbed a trave1er, killed 
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him, and turned away from his family. 33 His wife 
explains that as a sailor's spouse, she had learned to 
fend for herself and her two children hopeful1y until a 
dead man was discovered near her cottage. People began 
to gossip that her husband had been the murderer. The 
sailor's wife's suffering increased because she and her 
children were, at this point, forced by suspicion from 
their cottage. The family separated and searched in 
vain for friendliness and consideration from others. 
In "Guilt and Sorrow, " when the female vagrant 's 
companion hears the dying woman's story, he ia overcome 
by grief since he himself is the delinquent husband-
murderer: 
Alas! the thing she told 
The Sailor knew too well. 
His hand had wrought; and 
death, 
with 1abouring breath 
That wickedness 
when, in the hour of 
He saw his Wife's lips move 
With her las.t words, unable 
His anguish, with his heart 
his name to bless 
to suppress 
he ceased to 
strive; 
And, weeping loud in this extreme distress, 
He cried "Do pity me! That thou shouldst 
live 
I neither ask nor wish 
forgive!" (613-2l) 
forgive me, but 
On her deathbed, the sailor's wife seems joyful, 
peaceful, and content after hearing her husband's plea. 
33George Meyer states that the sailor, in a "fit of 
madness", murdered his son. No evidence exists in 
''Gui1 t and Sorrow" for this assertion. See Meyer, 
Wordsworth's Formative Years, pp. 126; 125 n. - __ ......,._____ -------
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Her sorrows are picked up by her guilty husband, though, 
and carried on after her death. After confessing hie 
crime, he looks forward to his punishment by death, 
which, he believes, will ease his troubled conscience. 
The effect of the suffering of the female vagrant 
and that of the sailor's wife upon readers today is very 
different from what the effect ma.y once have been had 
"Guilt and So-rrow" been published earlier than it was. 
Meyer, after analyzing some original stanzas of "Guilt 
and Sorrow," writes about the original form of the poem: 
In its original form Guilt and Sorrow, 
like.the reply to Watson, ["Letter to the 
Bishop of Llandaff"] was a bitter attack on 
English society and its conservative defenders. 
It was a document of revolutionary propaganda 
provided with a narrative illustrating the dire 
effects of monarchy upon the well-~eing of the 
individual a narrative specially designed 
to inflame a11 thinking readers and to incite 
them to action against a government which 
Wordsworth insisted was vicious and indecent. 34 
If Wordsworth had published the poem in 1793, Meyer 
feels, its effect would have been greater since Richard 
Watson's arguments would have been in his readers' 
minds. The original version of the poem ho1ds details 
that Wordsworth was unwilling to list or stress in 1842 
when the poem was pub1ished. 35 
34Meyer, p. 119. 
3 5Meyer, pp. 142 ; · _.ll.4. 
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Accerding to Meyer, the 1842 version is without the 
stronger social criticism a.nd more violent passages of 
the 1793 version, but the published version remains a 
criticism of war's evils and other aspects of English 
society which Wordsworth found offensive in 1793. 36 The 
1842 version does. show how war affects people. The 
reader ca.n see how war breaks apart various families. 
Women suffer because their men are forced to risk and 
lose their lives. Women have a difficult time surviving 
after their husbands are lost to them. Wordsworth's two 
women have no real way to fight against the wrongs and 
hardships that come to them. 
Meyer points out that because of their submission, 
the characters are truly pathetic, and Bng1and's unjust-
ness is stressed by comparison. Wordsworth's women are 
loyal to the society that they have every reason to 
hate. The female vagrant will not steal with the 
gypsies. No characters plot revolution. 37 They accept 
what disadvantages come to them and act onl.y to continue 
mourning both to themselves and to others about their 
unfortunate 1ot in life. 
:,6 Meyer, p. 120. 
37Meyer, p. l.4:3. 
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The present-day reader can sti11 fee1 pity for the 
female vagrant and the aa.ilor's wife in "Gui1t and 
Sorrow." These two woman are like many others ef 
Wordsworth's who do not seem to do anything to deserve 
all the suffering and sorrow that come their way. The 
reader sympathizes with the female vagrant from the 
beginning of the poem to the end as she watches her 
father lose hie land, sees her husband forced to join 
the service because he cannot provide feod for his 
family, a.nd follows her husband to America, only to lose 
her entire family there. Her sorrows and the reader's 
sympathy continue as the vagrant returns to England and 
an endless life of begging and loitering. The reader 
feels no less sorry for the sailor's wife, who tries to 
provide for herself and her children, but finds life 
very difficult. She li vea with only me-mories of a 
husband who is accused of murder. Her only relief comes 
on her deathbed. 
\ Meyer speaks of ". • • Wordsworth's 1e.ck of narrative 
skil.1." · The vagrant's crying in the middle of her story 
breaks the mood of the poem, he says. Wordsworth ruins 
his story's effectiveness again after the vagrant's 
story when he speaks of the country in lines 460-64. 
These passages, which bring to mind Wordsworth's early 
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poetry, do not belong in "Guilt and Sorrow" and 
contribute to the poem's failure, according to Meyer. 38 
Reaard1eae of Meyer's opinion, these two sections 
of the poem may be looked upon ae serving a purpose. 
When the vagrant cries in the middle of her recitation, 
fJ 
the sailor is given the opportunity to offer words of 
comfort to her while drawing her attention to the rays 
of sunlight at dawn. Both this interruption and the 
following one caused again by the vagrant's tears, the 
sailor's hopeful words, and Wordsworth's description of 
the countryside in addition give the reader a pause, a 
moment to relax from the tension. built up by listening 
to the woman's chronicle of her suffering. 
The reader concludes his reading of the poem hold-
ing no other feelings besides sympathy and pity toward 
the two main female characters. The sailor's wife 
carries moat of her suffering to her death. She feels 
"a sudden joy" before her death, and she says that 
"peace" has been sent to her. The reader may find it 
hard to believe, however, that two sentences from her 
1ong-1est husband can make her forget all her suffering. 
The female vagrant wi11 continue to wander with her 
38 Meyer, pp. 146-48. 
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suffering 11nre1ieved. The poem ends, leaving the reader 
with no feeling but that of overwhelming sadness. 
Chapter III 
In the story of Margaret, "The Ruined Cottage" 
(Exe. I, 438-970), Wordsworth describes Margaret, 
another woman who suffers through desertion when her 
husband Robert joins a group of soldiers going to 
another land. Robert leaves without any good-byes 
because he does not want Margaret to decide to go with 
him. Margaret is dead at the time of the poem, and the 
Wanderer tells her story to the Author. Margaret faced 
two bad harvest seasons and a war with hope until her 
husband was hit by fever. He was sick for a long time, 
during which the money he had put away was used. To add 
to the couple's distress, a second baby was born to 
them, and Robert could not find work. Margaret began to 
suffer because of the changes in Robert. At first he 
was lighthearted, but J.ater his temper changed as he 
became poor. He started to leave what little work he 
had, wander to the town or about the fielda, and treat 
his chi1dren unnaturall.y. 
At this point in the 1ives of Margaret and Robert, 
the Wanderer had to travel. to a remote country. Upon 
his return, he found Margaret fil.le,d vi th he1pless grief. 
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Rober~ had disappeared, leaving behind a paper containing 
silver and go1d. He had joined some so1diers without 
saying farewel1 to Margaret. He feared she would attempt 
to follow him with the children. Margaret maintained 
some hope when the Wanderer left her that spring. 
In s11mmer the Wanderer returned to find Margaret 
away and her garden sloppy and straggly. When she 
returned, the Wanderer could see that her face and 
figure had changed. She had apprenticed her older chi1d 
to a kindly man on a distant farm, and she admitted she 
had not taken good care of her second child. She said 
to the Wanderer that she had had no success in finding 
her hue.band : 
••r have s1ept 
Weeping, and weeping have I waked; my tears 
Have flowed as if my body were not such 
As others are; and I could never die.'" (769-72) 
The Wanderer describes the effects of her suffering on 
her. Her eyelids were heavy, and her eyes cast down. 
Her body and voice seemed defeated. 
When the Wanderer next saw Margaret, she was sti11 
sad because she had heard nothing of her husband and did 
not know if he was dead or a1ive. By glancing at her 
garden, the Wanderer could see how she was beset by 
grief: 
"'· •• weeds defaced 
The hardened soil, and knots of withe red graa.s: 
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No ridges there appeared of clear black mou1d, No winter greenness; of her herbs and f1owers, 
It seemed the better part was gnawed away 
Or trampled into earth; a chain of straw, 
Which had been twined about the slender stem 
Of a young apple-tree, lay at its root; 
The bark was nibbled round by truant 
sheep. '" ( 834-42) 
She stated to the Wanderer that she had no desire to 
1ive. Until her death, she begged to know inforrnatiGn 
,; about Robert. 
Wordsworth clearly shows in the poem that the 
Wanderer is a character greatly affected by Margaret's 
plight. He cared for this woman when she was alive. 
She a1wa.ye gave him "a daughter's welcome," and he 1oved 
her as he would have loved hie own child. The Wanderer 
admits that when Margaret told him the story of her 
husband's disappearance, he did not know what to .say to 
her or do for her. He could offer her little comfort, 
but together they were able to think bright thoughts. 
The Wanderer reminisces to the Author about one of his 
last meetings with her: 
"•It would have grieved 
Your very aoui.·to see her. Sir, I feel 
The story lingers in my heart; I fear 
'T is long and tedious;. but my spirit clings 
To that poor Woman: so familiarly 
Do I perceive her manner, and her look, 
And presence; and so deeply do I feel 
Her goodness, that, not seldom, in my walks 
A momentary trance comes over me; 
And to myself I seem to muse on One 
By sorrow.- 1aid asleep; or borne away, 
A human being destined to awake 
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To human life, or something very near 
To human life, when he shall come again 
Por whom ehe suffered.'" (776-90) 
Even though the Wanderer felt sorry for Margaret, 
he began to learn from his experience with her and grew 
to the point of being ab1e to help others benefit from 
hearing of her suffering and her reaction to it. When 
the Wanderer tells the Author that Margaret is dead, and 
she is forgotten in her grave, he is really contradicting 
himse1f. He shows as he continues to te11 the Author 
about Margaret that she is far from forgotten. The 
Wanderer believes that man should not suffer needleasly 
by turning away from nature's calmness and cheerfulness. 
He begins to tell the Author of Margaret's difficulties 
and resulting sorrow, but urges: 
"''Tis now the hour of deepest noon. 
At this still season of repose and peace, 
Thia hour when all things which are not at rest 
Are cheerful; while this multitude of flies 
With tuneful hum is filling a11 the air; 
Why should a tear be on an old Man's.cheek? 
Why should we thus, with an untoward mind, 
And in the weakness of humanity, 
From natural wisdom turn our hearts away; 
To natural comfort shut our eyes and ears; 
And, feeding on disquiet, thus disturb 
The calm of nature with our restless 
theughts?'" {593-604) 
The cheerfulness of the Wanderer• s speech cause,s 
the Author to forget Margaret momentarily, but he has 
been affected by the Wanderer's tale and feels as if he 
has "known and loved" Margaret. He does not remain 
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cheered for long, but begs the Wanderer to continue his 
recollections. The Wanderer explains to the Author that 
man would be in the wrong if he thought of people's 
.,.., 
misery and gained nothing from it. He is telling of 
Margaret's suffering in order to make a listener more 
virtuous. When the Wanderer finishes his story, he sees 
that the Author is moved so that as he thinks of 
Margaret•s sufferings, he seems to be comforted. He 
/ 
traces"· •. that secret spirit of humanity/ Which, 
'mid the calm oblivious tendencies/ Of nature, 'mid her 
plants, and weeds, and flowers,/ And silent over-
growinga, still survived" (927-30). The Wanderer tells 
the Author to end his sorrowing: 
"'She (Margaret] sleeps in the calm earth, and p,eace is he:re. 
I well remember that those very plumes, 
Those weeds, and the high spear-grass on that 
wall, 
By mist and silent rain-drops silvered o'er, 
As once I passed, into my heart conveyed 
So still an image of tranquillity, 
So calm and a.till, and looked so beautiful 
Amid the uneasy thought& which fi11ed my mind, 
That what we feel of sorrow and despair 
From ruin and from change, and a11 the grief 
That pas.sing shows of Being leave behind, 
Appeared an idle dream •••• '" (941-52) 
The Wanderer wishes the Author e.nd also the readers of 
Wordsworth's poem to realize what he himself knows: 
Margaret's story is a common one of the "sorrow of man's 
1.ife." In his first words to the Author, the Wanderer 
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indicates that he accepts the transience of 1ife. He 
explains to the Author, and through him, Wordsworth 
speaks to all of us: 
• 
"'· •• we die, my Friend, 
Nor we a1one, but that which each man loved 
And prized in his peculiar nook of earth 
Dies with him, or is changed; and very soon 
Even of the good ia no memorial left.'" (470-74) 
Wordsworth wishes the readers of the story of 
.. 
Margaret to gain strength as the Wanderer and Author do. 
He speaks to us as readers not only through the words of 
the Wanderer, but also through his picture of Margaret. 
The poet presents Margaret as a sufferer, but shows that 
she never loses her hope completely. Although Margaret 
weep.a as she tells the Wanderer of her husband's disap-
pearance, at the end of her explanation, she produces 
words of hope that serve to cheer both herself and the 
Wanderer, and the two part happily. 
When they next meet, Margaret shows the effects her 
sorrow has had upon her. Neglecting her duties at home, 
she has wandered a lot, but yet, she tells the Wanderer, 
her ''best prayers" have brought her back. She speaks of 
being easier in mind and heart and says she hopes that 
God will grant her the patience to withstand what comes 
her way. 
The next last time Margaret and the Wanderer 
converse, she confidtts to him that if it were not for her 
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two chi1dren, she wou1d die of sorrow since she has no 
desire to l.ive. The Wanderer senses that Margaret 
believes ideas different from those she \~ressee, 
because he sees that Robert's loom stands in place, hie 
Sunday clothes remain ae they were hanging, and his 
staff rests behind the door. Until her death, Margaret 
continues to watch in the distance for Robert's return 
and to ask all that pass for news of him; her hope 
accompanies her to the grave. 
As Jonathan Wordsworth points out, Wordswarth makes 
it possible for Margaret's story to have a great effect 
on the reader by placing his statements about her in the 
mouth of the Wanderer. The reader will accept emotional 
statements about Margaret from the Wanderer that he 
could not accept from Wordsworth because the Wanderer 
knew her. Because of its indirectness, the language of 
the poem is appropriate and does not seem sentimenta1. 
Wordsworth also provides the Wanderer with an audience. 
If a writer gives his storyte11er an audience, Jonathan 
Wordsworth maintains, he can show through it how he 
would 1ike an audience to react to the poem. The poet 
himse1f, then, is not directly telling his audience how 
ta react. The Author in this poem listens 1ike the 
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reader; the reader can identify with him. 39 The poet's 
techniques work successfully in this poem. 
Chapter· IV 
Like the other woman that have been discussed, 
Emi1y Norton in "The White Doe of Rylstone" is caused 
sorrow when she becomes deserted. Emily is willfully 
deserted by her father and brothers just as the sailor's 
wife in "Guilt and Sorrow" and Margaret in The Excursion 
are willfully deserted by their husbands. Wordsworth 
sets the narrative in 1569 at which time Richard Norton 
and all but one of hie sons go off to fight for the 
cause of Catholicism in England in spite of the eldest 
son Francis' plea to the contrary that he disband hie 
men and remain at home at ease. Emily sorrows at first 
because her father leaves and she remains behind. 
Francis offers to keep his sister company for an 
hour after their father a.nd brothers le.ave; she does not 
look up or speak at the sound of his voice. He 
reminisces about the sadness that he had noticed even 
when she worked at creating the banner for her father. 
Possibly Emily had perceived very early that trouble 
would come to her family. Francis predicts his 
39Jonathan Wordsworth, The Music ef Humanity (New 
York, 1969), pp. 94-95. 
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sister's fate: 
"For thee, for thee, is left the sense 
Of trial past without offence 
To God or man; such innocence, 
Such consolation, and the excess 
Of an unmerited distress; 
In that thy very strength must iie." 
(II, 521-26) 
·.~. 
After saying Emily must have strength, her brother 
advises her not to hop,e for the Nortons to avert their 
fate of perishing. He directs her not to expect his 
return and not to aim her prayers toward a specific 
purpose: 
"Weep, if that aid thee; but depend 
Upon no he1p of outward friend; 
Espouse thy doom at once, and cleave 
To fortitude without reprieve." (II, 542-45) 
Although Francis' words are meant to aid Emi1y, it is no 
-
wonder she sorrows at them. Expressing onl.y negative 
thoughts, Francis seems to give his sister no cause for 
fortitude except that he can share her sad thoughts when 
with her. Prophesying that even the lovely white doe 
that has come to know those at Rylstone-hall will leave, 
~ Francis explains to Emily that she will be the last of 
the Norton family to exist, and he urges her: 
"Be strong; be worthy of the grace 
Of God, and fili thy destined piace: 
A Soul, by force of BQrrows high, 
Uplifted to the purest sky 
Of undisturbed humanity! " ( II, 583-81·) 
5:5 
Such strength through suffering should be possible, 
Francis feels, since brother and sister together learned 
the fai tl1 of Protestantism and the gifts of self-denial 
and forbearance. 
As Neville's forces are about to retreat, old 
Norton, too, dwells upon Emily's sadness. He recaJ1a 
that his daughter would not disobey him in the matter of 
.., 
embroidering.hjs standard, but her faith opposed him in 
the matter. Believing that she saturated the flag with 
tea.rs, he remembers her weeping and her sad words to the 
doe. He broods that his dead wife long ago tricked his 
daughter into believing in another faith when Emily 
first began to reason for herself, thereby planting 
seeds for her husband's sorrow. 
In the fourth canto, the focus of the poem changes 
back to heartsick Emily, regardless of the doe which has 
attempted to cheer her, but nevertheless. somewhat 
soothed. The odor of flowers brings to mind thoughts of 
time spent in the same spot with her mother, who once 
attempted to teach her about a faith that she was too 
young to understand. Her mother' a p·resence seems to 
return, and Emily remembers being taught to worship Ged 
simply, using pure faith as a guide. 40 Emily then 
40
norothy Wordsworth, too, had strong attachments 
to both her mother and brother·. In a 1etter to Lady 
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emerges from the bower with a.n impulsive thought to go 
to the war and try to urge her father to see things her 
way, but quickly she recalls her brother's words which 
prevent her. He charged her not to attempt to tamper 
with fate in any way: 
Her duty is to stand and wait; 
In resignation to abide 
The shock, and finally secure 
O'er pain and grief a triumph pure. (IV, 1069-72) 
Besides being helped by these thoughts of her 
mother and brother which cause her to feel pure triumph 
over her sorrows, Emily receives aid from an elder1y 
man, a friend of her father's. He states that al1 men 
must continue to rely upon hope. Determined to fellow 
her brother's wishes, Emily asks her friend to report 
news of her family. The gentleman, seemingly delighted 
by her request for help, leaves willingly. Upon his 
return, Emily despairs as she hears the bitter story of 
the fate of her father and all but one of her brothers. 
Although she blamed herself, she had dared to hope and 
Beaumont (dated Monday, March 17 [ 1805] ) she wri tee: Oh! my dear Friend, you measure my heart 
truly when you judge that I have at a1l times 
a deep sympath~ with those who know what 
fraternal affection is. It has been the 
building up of my being, the light of my path. Our Mother, blessed be her Memory, was taken 
from us when I was only six years old. From her I know that I received muc:h good that I 
can trace back to her. 
de Se1incourt, The Early Letters, p. 473. 
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fear for them, realizing she was acting against her 
brother's sustaining advice. One piece of good news 
remains perhaps to uplift Emily: Francis yet lives, 
and the old man praises him for comforting his family at 
the la.st. Emily's. father's friend urges her to listen 
carefully.:. 
"For I am come with power to bless, 
By scattering gleams-, through your distress, 
Of a redeeming happiness." (V, 1246-48) 
Continuing with his narrative, he tells of Francis' 
f.ilial promise to bear the Norton standard to Bo1ten 
Priory for display. As Emily consents to return to 
Rylstone-ha.ll from· Norton Tower, her sadness continues. 
Perhaps she is thinking that her premonitions of the 
fate of her family have come true. Although thoughts of 
her mother and brother can give her hope, basically she 
remains a sorrowing person. She has no proof that 
Francis will be safe. 
Emily's. fears and sorrow a.re justified. Seising 
his banner, enemies ki11 Francis, whose body is discov-
ered three days hence. Al.l fear to inform Emily of his 
death. one added burden of sorrow and despair. In spite 
of her neighbors' concern and care to conceal this added 
grief from her, Emily spies the"funera.l. party and learns 
of her final. cross. 
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In Canto VII, Ry1stone is pictured desolate after 
many years of change. Emily's gloom matches that of the 
silence surrounding her. Alone and serene, the 
me1ancho1y woman sits with 
That face, which cannot lose the g1eams, 
Loae utterly the tender gleams, 
Of gentleness and meek delight, 
And loving-kindness ever bright: •••• 
(VII, 1602-05) 
The troubled Emily ha~ wandered night and day at random. 
She has suffered but has strength of soul. 
As Emi1y sits beneath a tree, the white doe returns 
to her, renewing their once close relationship. When 
Emily again decides to leave her home, the doe follows. 
Nature's rocks, trees, and familiar places seem to calm, 
cheer, and give strength to Emily, but the doe gives her 
most comfort. She seems to sense Emily's va~ieus moods 
and reacts accordingly. The doe sits beside her in the 
sun to please her and keeps her company in thick arbors. 
Emily's friend ke~ps fear and pain from her and substi-
tutes gladness and peace, so that once more she returns 
to Ryls:tone: 
••. ranging through the wasted groves, [she] 
Received the memory of old loves, 
Undisturbed and undietreet, 
Into a soul which now was bleat 
With a soft spring-day of holy, 
Mild, and grateful melancholy: 
Not s,inl ees gl.oom or unenlightened, 
But by tender fancies brightened. (VII, 1753-60) 
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Emily reasons about Francis' prophecy, thinking how she 
has fulfilled her part. Francis erred in one respect, 
however; the doe remains faithful although the others 
have gone. By loving, the doe has quieted Emily's 
heart. Now she no longer weeps because she has lost her 
father and brothers, but sometimes she is moved to shed 
tears for this animal, her iast remaining friend. The 
doe goes with her to see Francis' grave. There her 
sorrow is not as great as it once was, because she has 
for a companion the deer. She is"· .• By sorrow 
lifted towards her God;/ Uplifted to the purest sky/ 
Of undisturbed mortality" {VII, 1851-53). At one now 
with her own thoughts, Emily can draw upon the doe for 
continued succor. She kee.ps a.part fre>m the world, but 
gives help when needed and joins peasants in prayer. 
When Emily dies at length, her soul rises to God. 
The fair doe continues to inhabit spots she once 
shared with her mistress, especially the church grounds. 
Calmly and thoughtfully, she stands close by Emil.y's 
grave. 
Wordsworth's Emily suffers quietly and accepts a 
seemingly unjustified punishment. As E11en Leyburn 
states, the meaning of the poem"· •. seems to be the 
\• 
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spiritual growth of the eufferer." 41 The doe aids Emily 
in. her growth toward purity and ca.lronese. Comparetti 
says that Emily's triumph over suffering is intended to 
comfort the afflicted: 
In order to make his poem suggestive to all, 
he [wordswort~] pictures a haven attainable to 
all, whether, like him, the stricken soul has 
many external sources of strength, or, like 
his heroine, has no outward stimulus, and no 
reward except the activity of his own soul. 
Emily's contemplative life, pursued alone, is important. 
The reader may observe the power of faith alone and a1so 
th h . th t b tt · d b th · 1 42 e appinese a can ea aine y e inner sou. 
Wordsworth pictures Emily as being positively affected 
by her suffering; he seems to wish the reader, too, to 
be uplifted and enlightened by Emily's experiences. In 
his Dedication to the poem, Wordsworth, addressing 
himse1f to his wife, Mary, spea.ks of reading with her 
from Spenser about Una, wandering about the earth to 
find her knight. He labels the tears they shed in 
compassion for her "precious... She sorrowed, bore unde,-
served burdens, and led behind her a loyal and faithful 
lamb. Wordsworth mentions that he and Mary learned that 
man cannot always be blissful, because joy and sorrow 
4
~11en Leyburn, "Radiance in 'The White Doe of Rylstone,'" SP, XLVII (1950), 629. 
42comparetti, pp. 13-14. 
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stand hand in hand. Their sadness became less, as 
Heaven's influence bestowed upon them pleasure and 
contentment, so that again they could read of Una and ~ 
share her suffering. 
At that same time "The White Doe of Rylstone" 
pleased and cheered them because, says Wordsworth, it 
tells of the success of female patience in winning firm 
quietness and ease of manner. Emily follows her 
brother's directions by accepting her lot of sorrow. 
She pursues patience and is rewarded wita complete 
pe·ace. Wordsworth says Emily's example is a neces.sary 
one: 
And, of the recompense that conscience seeks, [Emily] 
A bright, encouraging, example shows; 
Needful when o'er wide realms the tempest 
breaks, 
Needful amid life's ordinary woes; 
Hence not for them unfitted who would bless 
A happy hour with holier happiness.43 
The poet believes readers need Emily's example. Her 
story can teach us how to be happy in face of troubles 
and their resulting anguish. In the final stanza o~ the 
Dedication, Wordsworth indicates that he does not err aa 
some do who attempt to serve the Muses by aiming to 
provide only pleasure. He realizes he, too, fa1ls short 
in his task of service, yet he hopes a power lives in 
43autchinson, p. 312, 11. 51-56. 
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his poem to provide consolation for othera a• it did for 
Mary. 
After the Dedication Wordsworth appends thirteen 
1inee of poetry, some of which state that progression 
which he wishes his poem to portray. Suffering he 
compares to infinity, yet even though the darkness seems 
permanent, openings exist in it for the soul to pass 
through in hope a.nd then rise to divine peace. Finally 
before Canto I, Wordsworth inserts a passage from Lord 
Bacon which states that man must be like God by wa~ of 
his Spirit. Human nature will be raised up when man has 
faith and aasuree himself of God's protection. Bacon's 
pas.sage applies to __ "The White Doe of Rylstone." Emily 
ia raised up from her suffering when she looks toward 
divine help. The white doe helps her to compose her 
spirit and trust in a higher power to guide her. 
A reader may learn from the poem, as did Wordsworth 
a.nd Mary, that happiness wa1ks with sorrow. One feels 
comforted in his own sorrows as he views Emily's extreme 
efforts at patience which bring her a quiet repose. 
Some readers come closer to attaining peace themse1ves 
by reading of Emily's exariple. To say that a11 readers 
will understand and be affected by the poem would be 
misleading. As J.C. Shairp states, Wordsworth says in 
a 1ater dictation that the poem was fitted to impress 
/ 
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permanently and deep1y those intelligent minds that fee1 
v' 
and think more independently than most. 44 The sensitive 
soul can perceive the doe's.benignant influence on 
Emily, can truly believe its effect, and can attest to 
"' 
the soothing powers of godlike animals in their own 
1ives. 
A reader might easily understand how Emily feels as 
she impulsively decides first to go seek her father at 
war and use her own influence to persuade him not to 
fight. Man dislikes the feeling of not being in control 
of a given situation, the helplessness which forces a 
person to relinquish his efforts: to hold back and 
depend upon others or a stronger power than he to right 
his world once again. However, some people, like Emily, 
see inner strength in a person or in themselves if they 
can admit quietly to one defeat, yet remain like iron in 
spirit, never failing to believe in coming trium~h. 
Emily's task is to deal with pain and sorrow. Since man 
today has the same task, he might benefit by observing 
how she proceeds toward the success of 1asting peace. 
She is not a. martyr. She has hoped and feared, against 
her brother's wishes, blaming herse1f for that weak part 
" 
of her nature that disobeyed. I Wordsworth seems to say 
44J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry (Oxford, 1881), 
p. 370. 
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that we, too, are weak and faltering, yet can strive 
toward fortitude. 
In "The White Doe of Ry1etone," Wordsworth's ideas 
are supported by his descriptive imagery, which forms an 
integral part of the poem and helps the reader to 
perceive serenity through suffering. The pervasive mood 
from the outset is one of calmness, happiness, and 
radiance. In Canto I, Wordsworth pictures the doe as 
she 
Comes gliding in with lovely gle-am, 
Comes gliding in serene and slow, 
Soft and silent as a dream •••• (I, 55-57) 
The poet continues: 
But hers are eyes serenely bright, 
And on she moves with pace how light! 
Nor spa.res to stoop her head, and taste 
The dewy turf with flowers bestrown; 
And thus she fares, until at last 
Beside the ridge of a grassy grave 
In quietness she lays her down; 
Gentle as a weary wave 
Sinks, when the summer breeze hath died 
Against an anchored vessel's side; 
Even so, without distress, doth she 
Lie down in peace, and lovingly. (I, 136-47) 
At the beginning of Canto IV, Rylstone-hal1 
is, spoken of just before Emily sends her father's friend 
to discover what has befallen her family: 
The c:ourts are hushed; for timel.y 
sleep 
The gre·yhounde to their kennel creep; 
The p,ea.c ock in the bro,ad ash tree 
Aloft is roosted.for the night, 
He who in proud prosperity 
.. 
Of colours manifo1d and bright 
Walked round, affronting the daylight; 
And higher still, above the bower 
Where he is perched, from yon lone Tower 
The hall-clock in the clear moonshine 
With glittering finger points at nine. (IV, 951-61) 
This lovely scene, along with others forming the 
setting, helps prepare the reader for the outcome of the 
poem in which suffering does not ho1d sway. 
In the seventh canto, Emily reunites with the white 
doe. Keeping in line with the poem's peaceful setting 
and tone, Wordsworth continues to choose such words as 
bright, beautiful, and radiant to describe the "wonder", 
the softly-moving animal. Emily herself, upon returning 
from her brother's grave, is not disconsolate or 
mournful, but 
•.• happy that she lived to greet 
Her mute Companion as it lay 
In l.ove and pity at her feet; 
How happy in its turn to meet 
The recognition! the mild glance 
Beamed from that gracious countenance; 
Communication, like the ray 
Of a new morning, to the nature 
And prospects of the inferior Creature! (VII, 1823-31) 
To introduce this canto, Wordsworth prefixes four 1ines 
from ''Address to Ki1churn Castle, Upon Loch Awe": 
... Powers there are 
That touch each other to the quick in 
modes 
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Which the gross world no sense hath to 
• perceive, 
No soul to dream of. 45 ... 
These 1ines aptly state Wordsworth's feelings about his 
poem of the Nortons. Only certain people will be 
r . 
affected in the way he hopes they will. In this poem 
many i~fluencing powers are represented: God, nature, 
Emily, a.nd the doe. The sensitive human being possesses 
the soul to fathom the effects discussed by Wordsworth; 
others do not. 
Chapter V 
In Excursion VI, Wordsworth tells the story of 
Ellen, who is deserted by the father of her illegitimate 
child. The Pastor explains that Ellen's initial 
suffering was. caused by her mistake in becoming pregnant 
with a child whose father she thought loved her as she 
loved him. Ellen asked herself questions, realizing 
they were without answers: 
" 'Why do not words, and kiss, and sol.emn IJ pledge, 
And nature that is kind in woman's breast, 
And reason that in man is wise and good, 
And ~ear of him who is a righteous judge 
Why do not these prevail for human l.ife, 
To keep two hearts together, that began 
Their spring-time with one love, a.nd that have 
need 
45Hutchinson, p. 2}0, 11. 6-9. 
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Of mutua1 1pity and forgiveness, sweet 
To grant, or be received •••• '" (870-78) 
E11en underwent further suffering when her child 
was four months old. She was troubled to think of the 
burden she and her,child were creating for her widowed 
mo"ther, so she became a foster mother. Her employers 
would not allow her to see her own child. Her child 
then died after a sickness of three days, and Ellen 
barely gained permission to attend the burial. E:Llen 
continued to mourn two things: her child's death e.nd 
her own sin. Augmenting her suffering, the parents of 
Elien's foster child forbade her to visit her own 
child's grave. 
\ The Pastor tells that the father of E:11en's chi1d 
had left Ellen, also adding to her sorrows: 
"'The Youth was f1ed; 
The rash betrayer could not face the shame 
Or sorrow which hie senseless guilt had caused; 
And little would his presence, or proof given 
Of a relenting soul, have now availed; 
For, like a shadow, he was passed away 
From E11en's thoughts; had perished to her mind 
For all concerns of fear, or hope, or love, 
Save only those which to their common shame, 
And to his moral being appertained: 
Hope from that quarter would, I know, have 
brought 
A heavenly comfort ••.. '" (1005-16) 
Ellen died suffering, but asking no pity from those 
around her. 
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Bl1en's experience had an effect upon the Pastor, 
a.nd Wordsworth would like present-day readers to benefit 
from her story as did those who heard ·the Pastor tel1 it 
in the poem. Again in this poem, Wordaworth's utiliza-
tion of 'storyteller and audience works successfully. 
Readers should perceive that Ellen suffers, yet she 
1ives and dies triumphant over her suffering. 
Wordsworth's ideas come forward in the Pastor's words 
about Ellen. Before her baby is born, Ellen assuages 
her sadness by reading. When the child is born, joy 
takes the place of much of Ellen's. grief: 
"'Till this hour,• 
Thus, in her Mother's hearing Ellen spake, 
'There was a stony region in my heart; 
' But He, at whose command the parched rock 
Was smitten, and poured forth a quenching 
stream, 
Hath softened that obduracy, and made 
Unlooked-for gladness in the desert place. 
To save the perishing; and, henceforth, I 
breathe 
The air with cheerful spirit, for thy sake, 
My Infant! and for that good Mother dear, 
Who bore me; and hath prayed for me in vain; 
Yet not in vain; it shall not be in vain.'" ( 916-27) 
Her sad thoughts do not la.st long because she has her 
child to care for. E11en does not fa11 prey to her 
sorrow even after the baby dies. The Pastor tel.l.s of 
her actions: 
"•·. ·• . Her mind she strictl.y tutored to find 
peace 
And pleasure in endurance. Much she thought, 
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And much she read; and brooded feelingly 
Upon her own unworthiness.'" (1026-29) 
She did not want others to pity her state, and if they 
di·d, she would respond: "'He who afflicts me knows what 
I can bear; / And, when I fail, and can endure no 
more, / Wil.1 mercifull.y take me to himself'" (1046-48). 
E11en does suffer, but it seems that Wordsworth fee1~ 
that others might gain from finding an effective way to 
deal with their sorrow and remorse as she has. 
When studying chronologically the Wordsworth poetry 
under consideration in this paper, one finds a progression 
in the manner in which the poet has his f.ema1e characters 
' deal with their suffering. Wordsworth' a early characters 
suffer, but do not cope with their pain. As time moves 
on, the characters progress more and more toward holding 
a healthy attitude about their suffering, until in 
El.len, a character emerges who discovers how to live 
despite her sorrows. In "Gui1t and Sorrow," the female 
vagrant and the sailor's wife experience unabated 
suffering. They accept their fate without taking any 
positive action to change their situations; these 
characters cannot rise above their suffering. Margaret 
of "The Ruined Cottage" suffers because of a. 1ost 
husband as do the vagrant and the sailor's wife, but at 
least she maintains some hope at all times right until 
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her death. Emily Norton in "The White Doe of Ry1stone" 
and Ellen in The Excursion are the two characters that 
completely triumph over their suffering. Although 
Margaret remains somewhat hopeful, she is unable to 
function normally because of her suffering. She 
neglects her person, her land, her children, and her 
friend since she is preoccupied with her loss. Emily, 
unlike Margaret, allows outside influences to calm her 
and give her strength. Her brother Francis, the memory 
of her mother, her father's old friend, and, most of 
all, the white doe aid her to realize comfort and peace 
through her suffering. The uplifted e.nd enlightened 
Emily is positively affected by her suffering. E11en, 
the character Wordsworth created latest of the five, 
has much in common with Emily. Ellen's suffering is 
fully as great as that of the four earlier women, yet 
she learns most quickly how to cope with it. Ellen 
reads during her pregnancy, takes pride in caring for 
her newborn child, works to provide for her family, and, 
after losing her baby, whips her mind into understanding 
the rewards of peaceful endurance and contemplation. 
As the attitudes of Wordsworth's women toward their 
suffering change, the poems' effects on the reader 
change. The reader of "Guilt and Sorrow" comes away 
from the poem with no other feeling than pity for the 
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women who have suffered undeserved1y. We can sympathize 
with the women, but not admire them. The reader's pity 
.for Margaret is eased because Margaret does feel some 
hope and also because the reader comprehends, as does the 
Author, that the calmness of nature must not be dis-
turbed with undue mourning over a common story of man's 
\, 
life. After reading "The White Doe of Ry1stone" and the 
story of Ellen in The Excursion, the reader feels that 
gain can be found through personal suffering. 
Wordsworth's later characters teach the reader more 
about the continuation of life despite sorrow. F. R. 
Leavis comments about Wordsworth's personal sorrow: 
His heart was far from 'unoccupied by 
sorrow of its own,' and his sense of responsi-
bility for human distress and his generously 
active sympathies had involved him in emotional 
disasters that threatened his hold on life. A 
disciplined limiting of contemplation to the 
endurable, and, consequently, a withdrawal to 
a reassuring environment, became terrible 
necessities for him.46 
The first section of this paper shows examples which 
illustrate beyond a doubt Leavis' first statement. 
Perhaps Wordsworth tried in his poetry to show his own 
progress in handling deep suffering. Perhaps Words.worth 
himself learned better how to contend with his own 
' 
46F. R. Leavie, Reva1uation: Tradition and 
Development in English Poetry {London, 193:6), p. 179. 
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personai sorrows more as time went on. and he hoped to 
' 1et his readers share some of his secrets. 
_ ... 
,, 
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Appendix 
\ . 
1. Place of birth - Meadville, Pennsylvania 
.. 
2. Date of birth - September i··~· 1947 
3. Names of parents - Ruth Doyle Leadbeater; Kenneth 
G. Leadbe,ater 
4. High-school - Meadville Area Senior High School 
5. College - Muhlenberg College 
6. Degree received and date - A. B.; June 1, 1969 
7. Teaching experience - September 1969 through the 
present at Whitehall High School; Whitehall, 
Pe-nnsylvania. 
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